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The first law of Thermodynamics
This is the law of conservation of energy i e

Energy can be convertedfrom one form to another but can be
neither created nor destroyed

Energy is classified into one of two forms

kinetic Energy dependson objects motion i.e k I Mv2
Potential Energy8depends on objectsposition or composition

Consider a hockey puck sliding in a bowl
at any instant the puckhas a potential
energy Ct nghtt and a kineticenergy

MAKHAN hmm KH Emv2Ct

µ hit awahneanzvgyziserao.tn hmm vis at a maximum
T v o

whenpuck is at h O V is zero and K is
at a maximum

In The absence of friction The puck would continue to slide
up and down forever with its energy converting betweenkinetic and potential energy
i e total energy remains constant ErotaEnghlt ttzMV4t
In reality frictionbetween puck and bowl cause puck to eventually
stop sliding

If 1st law says energy is conserved Then where did it go
Energygets dissipated into The puck and the bowli e it is transferred to the internal energy associated
with macroscopically unobservable changes in atomic
positions and momenta in the puck and bowl










































































































To correctly describe situation withfriction and still obey The1st law we include internal energy U of The system puck
and bowl

i e total energy remains constant

F Tora E Ult t ng htt tImv4t
T
internal macroscopic energy
energy of system
of system

Internal Energy is associated with The microscopicdegreesof freedom

potential kinetic energy in aboveexpression areassociated withmacroscopiccoordinates not averagedto Zero by motion of atoms in system
what are otherexamples of macroscopic coordinates of a
thermodynamic system
R center of mass As surface area M magnetization

orientation Q total charge
Volume p Electric Polarization

The energy that we transfer to The system puck bowl
by lifting The puck to start it in motion thermodynamic work is
eventually transferred i.e dissipated to The internal energy of The
system puck bowe

Because energy must be Conserved The difference in The internal
energy of The system before we lift the puck start it sliding
and after it comes to rest equilibrium must be equal to The
work we performed on The system

I U U final U initial w
work performed
onThe system


























































Was Uwork

initially after reaches
equilibriumat equilibrium

In this example The initial final States of the system tookthe same to the Naked eye i e in both cases Thepuck is sitting
on The bottom of The bowl and no longer moving
On close inspection however one would notice that the puckand bowl in the final state has a slightly higher temperaturedue to its increased internal energy

we
initial zoo oc final 20.1 C
state state

U U final U initial w workdone on
or byThesystem

Another way we could obtain The same change in internal energy ofThe system puck bowl is to heat it

µ heat

initial zoo oc final 20.1 C
state state



we placeThesystem in contact with an object at a higher
temperature such as a hotplate until we get The same
increase in temperature as we did with work

Heat is an energy transfer by means of atemperaturedifferencebetween the system and surroundings

This is the thermodynamic definition of heat

µ U final U initial 8 heat flow
In summary There are only two ways to transfer energy betweenthe system and its surroundings work and heat

Thus we havethe 1st law of thermodynamics

Usgs 9 t w Thermodynamic work
transferred across boundaryheattransfer

across boundary

Let's be clear about signs
if U sus 50 Then system lostenergy tosurroundings
if U sus 0 Then systemgainedenergyfrom surroundings
similarly
if WL 0 then system lostenergyThroughwork on surroundings
if w 0 then systemgainedenergyThroughworkdonebysurroundings

if qto Thensystem lost energythrough heat to surroundings
called exothermicprocess

if g 0 Then systemgainedenergythrough heat from surroundings
called endothermicprocess



1st law in infinitesimal form
2

inexact

et Tdd U d ga f d
differentials

Ed n r r
e I l l
U Sdu of Sdg w fdw

iPad'enpendent Pdaetphendent Pdeatphendent

Both heat 4 work are path functions
associated with a process not a state


